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50+ 
Member 

Companies 

5+ 
Active 

Projects & 
Initiatives 

20+ 
Events 

annually  

15+ 
Principals 

and 
Advisors 

We SHAPE privacy policy,  
law and practice 

We CREATE and  
implement best practices 

We INFORM through 
publications and events 

We NETWORK with global 
industry and government leaders 

BRIDGING REGIONS 
BRIDGING INDUSTRY & REGULATORS 
BRIDGING PRIVACY AND DATA DRIVEN INNOVATION 

ACTIVE GLOBAL REACH 

A GLOBAL PRIVACY AND SECURITY THINK TANK 

Twitter.com/the_cipl 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/centre-for-information-
policy-leadership 

www.informationpolicycentre.com 

2200 Pennsylvania Ave NW  
Washington, DC 20037 
Park Atrium, Rue des Colonies 11 
1000 Brussels, Belgium 
30 St Mary Axe 
London EC3A 8EP 

CIPL at a Glance 

ABOUT US 
• The Centre for Information Policy Leadership (CIPL) is a global privacy and security think 

tank 
• Based in Washington, Brussels and London 
• Founded in 2001 by leading companies and Hunton & Williams LLP 
• CIPL works with industry leaders, regulatory authorities and policy makers to develop 

global solutions and best practices for data privacy and responsible use of data to 
enable the modern information age 
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The Fourth Industrial Revolution  

4000 BC ~ 1763  

Agricultural Society 

Average consumption 
of protein per capita  

1764 ~1970 

Industrial Society 

Average consumption 
of electricity per capita  

1971 ~ 2015 

Internet Society 

Internet 
penetration 

After 2015 
Data Society 

Average consumption 
of info-data per capita  

1. Always connected 
2. Data processing 
3. Transformation of  

Business Models 
 

What data society means? 

Digital Economy 



Data at the Center of the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution 

Growing in volume, variety and value 

Key driver of economy and innovation  

Critical asset for businesses and governments 

Increasing value and interest for consumers 

Data for good and social change 

Global footprint  - flows across the borders on its own and with people, services, 
goods and capital.  
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Source: “Digital Globalization: The New Era of Global Flows,” McKinsey Global Institute, March 2016 



Source: “Digital Globalization: The New Era of Global Flows,” McKinsey Global Institute, March 2016 
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Wide variety of benefits derived from data 
(anonymized,  pseudonymized, or personal) 

For Social Good To face world 
challenges 

To increase services 
efficiency 

Smart Cities 

Smart Agriculture 

Intelligent Transport 
Systems 

Pre-positioning 
Emergency Services 

Pandemic disease 
information 

To improve 
government services 

and goals 

Crime prevention 

Eurostat is exploring 
ways to exploit Big 
Data for statistics  

Environmental 
protection 

Healthcare  
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The rules of the game? 

Data Economy grows in the context 
 of the Digital Challenge 

Digital Economy is Economy itself 

Digital Life is Life itself 

Our 
Digital 

Footprint 

The Challenge 
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Associated problems in Transparency … 

98% 

… of university 
students(1), didn't 
bother the TOS before 
signing up for a fake 
social networking site 

They agree to 
provide their 
first-born child 
as payment for 
the service 

(1) 543 University students involved in the study. 
(2) For readers, average TOS reading time was 51 seconds. The average adult reading speed is 250-280 words per minute (TOS should have taken 16 minutes). 
 

10  
pages 

The terms of 
service was 
 4,316 words  
(10 pages) 

… minutes is 
the average 
adult TOS 
reading time(2) 

16’ 
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The new data-driven world challenges 
privacy laws, policy and implementation    



New privacy framework for  
the trusted digital age 

•User centric transparency  
•Rights – access, correction,  

objection, erasure 
•Complaints and redress 

• Legitimate interest processing 
• Fair processing 
•Risks and harms to individuals 
•New transparency 

 

•Risks and harms to 
individuals 

•Benefits to individuals, 
organisations, society 

•Privacy Management Program  
•BCR, CBPR  
•Certifications / Seals 
•Codes of Conduct 
• Standards Corporate 

Digital 
Responsibility 
Accountability 
Frameworks  

Risk 
management 

Empowering 
individuals 

beyond 
consent 

Evolved 
interpretation 

of privacy 
principles 

20 www.informationpolicycentre.com 
Smart regulation – prioritized and risk-based interpretation, oversight and enforcement 
by resourceful DPAs, engaging and incentivising organizations to deliver best outcomes 



Evolving Privacy Compliance into  
Corporate Digital Responsibility 

Information 
and Privacy 

Management 
Program    

Leadership 
and oversight 

Risk 
assessment 

Policies and 
Procedures +   

Fair 
Processing 

Ethics? 

Privacy by 
Design 

Transparency 

Training and 
awareness 

Monitoring 
and 

verification  

Response and 
enforcement  

Individuals -  
Digital 

empowerment and 
trust 

Society -   
Digital growth, 
innovation and  

inclusion 



 
Session 1 

 

How does Japan’s Amended Privacy Law Enable Cross-Border Data Flows, the 
Data Driven Economy, Innovation and Protection of Personal Data  

22 

Moderator: 

Manuel Maisog, Partner, Hunton & Williams 

Discussion Leads: 

Kuniko Ogawa, Counselor, Japan Personal Information Protection Commission 
Kaori Ishii, Associate Professor at the Faculty of Library, Information and Media Science, 
University of Tsukuba 
Naoya Bessho, General Counsel, Yahoo! Japan 
Naoko Mizukoshi, Attorney-at-Law, Endeavor Law Office 



The Amended Act on the Protection of 
Personal Information (APPI)

Kuniko Ogawa

Counselor
Personal Information Protection Commission (PPC)

May 11 , 2017

The Act on the Protection of Personal Information was enacted in 2003
（Fully enforced in 2005）

As Information and Communications Technologies(ICTs) advanced, the utility of  
personal information became intensified and diversified beyond expectation 

１． Enlargement of “gray areas” of personal information

２．Correspondence for Big Data

３．Responses to Globalization

So called “gray area” was enlarged, in which judgment of personal 
information was difficult

To realize circumstances for appropriate usage of Big Data including 
personal data is necessary

As business operations are globalized, massive data flow goes 
beyond national border

Changes of circumstances

The Amended APPI：Changes and Challenges 1



Big Data

To realize circumstances for appropriate usage of Big 
Data including personal data is necessary

Administ
ration

Medical

Energy
Transpor

tation

Disaster-
preventing

Distribution/
Retail Sales

Personal Data（※）

※ Personal data has a great deal of potential in utility of Big Data

Background of the Amendment 2

3Purpose of The Act on the Protection of Personal Information (APPI)
○The APPI aims to seek the balance between the protection of an individual’s rights and 

interests and the utility of personal information.
○Besides the overall vision for the proper handling of personal information, this Act establishes 

obligations, etc. that a personal information handling business operator shall fulfil.

The protection
of an individual’s

rights and 
interests 

The utility 
of personal 
information

(Purpose of the Act)
Article 1 This Act aims to protect an individual’s rights and interests while considering the utility of  

personal information including that the proper and effective application of personal information contributes 
to the creation of new industries and the realization of a vibrant economic society and an enriched quality of 
life for the people of Japan; by setting forth the overall vision for the proper handling of personal information, 
creating a governmental basic policy with regard to this, and establishing other matters to serve as a basis 
for measures to protect personal information, as well as by clarifying the responsibilities etc. of the central 
and local governments and establishing obligations etc. that a personal information handling business 
operator shall fulfill, in light of the significantly expanded utilization of personal information as 
our advanced information- and communication-based society evolves.
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1.Establishment of the PPC
・Aggregation of the supervising authorities to the PPC, which are currently held by the relevant regulatory 

ministers toward personal information handling business operators under their respective supervision.
2. Clarifying the definition of personal information
(1) Clarifying the definition of personal information by stating partial bodily features etc. of a specific individual as
personal information to cope with gray areas of personal information (individual identification codes)
(2) A principal’s advance consent shall be obtained in principle in cases of acquiring or providing to a third party 
special care-required personal information (i.e., race, creed, medical record). 

3. Establishment of a legal framework to enhance active use of personal information
Establishment of regulations concerning “anonymously processed information”(meaning information that has been 

produced by processing personal information in a way to make a specific individual unidentifiable and hence 
disallowing reconstruction of the personal information).

4. Responses to globalization
(1)Introduction of a new legal provision for transferring personal data to a foreign third party
(2)Introduction of a new legal provision for extraterritorial application, and  sharing information with the foreign 
enforcement authorities

5. Measures to Respond to a so-called “Name List Trader”
(1)Imposing new obligations to keep and confirm a record relating to a third-party personal data provision. 
(2) An act of providing a third party with or stealing personal information database etc. for the purpose of earning illicit 
gains has become subject to criminal punishment as “the offense of providing personal information database”.

6. Others
(1)Abolition of a system wherein a business operator handling personal information of 5,000 individuals or less may be 
excluded from the regulated subjects.

(2) A personal information handling business operator utilizing an opt-out procedure has become obligated to notify the  
Personal Information Protection Commission of certain legally required items.

○The Act on the Protection of Personal Information was amended in September 2015(To be fully enforced in May 30, 2017.)

The outline of the amendment

The Outline of the Amendment of the Act on the Protection of Personal Information (APPI)

 Jan 2014 The Specific Personal Information Protection Commission (SPPC)
was established

 Jan 2016 The Personal Information Protection Commission was established 
(into which the SPPC was merged)

 A collegial decision-making body comprising one chairperson and eight 
commissioners (Administrative commission)

 The chairperson and eight commissioners exercise their official authorities 
independently (with terms of five years)

 The number of professional staff of the PPC secretariat：116 (as of 1 April, 2017)

What is the PPC?
History

Function under the Jurisdiction

Organizational Structure

(1) Affairs related to specific personal information
(monitoring/supervision, specific personal information protection assessment)

(2) Affairs related to the APPI (Holding jurisdiction over the APPI)
(Affairs related to monitoring/supervision based on the Amended APPI is to be added after its full enforcement. )

(3) Affairs common to (1) and (2)
(public relations/an enlightenment campaign, international cooperation etc.)

5



○Centralization of regulatory authorities currently hold by respective
business jurisdictional ministers to the PPC at the time of full
enforcement of the Amended APPI

○Authorized to require a business operator to report or conduct 
on-site inspection as necessary, and in addition, to provide with 
guidance or advice, or to recommend or order in accordance with
actual circumstances

Supervisory framework of 
public organizations*

Ministry 
1

Ministry 
2

Ministry 
3

Company A Company B Company C

PPC

Company A Company B Company C

Before the amendment
(Governed by competent ministers)

After the full enforcement of 
the Amended APPI

Supervisory framework of private business operators

Supervision

Existing issues such as overlapping 
supervision and uncertainness of 
competent ministry

Unified supervisory framework

Supervision Supervision SupervisionSupervisionSupervision

Local government ordinance 
related to protection of personal 

information
(for local government etc.)

The Act on the Protection of Personal 
Information Held by Administrative 

Organs
（for national administrative organizations）

The Act on the Protection of Personal 
Information Held by Incorporated 
Administrative Agencies, etc. (for 

Incorporated Administrative Agencies, etc. )

*No change on the supervisory 
framework of 
public organizations responding 
to the amendment of the APPI

Establishment of the PPC 6

 The PPC has established rules as follows since January 2016.

 A total of 16 public consultations held and 2,589 comments received.

 Cabinet order, and Commission rules to enforce the APPI (October 5, 2016) 

 Basic policy on the Protection of Personal Information（adopted by the Cabinet on October 
28, 2016）

 Guidelines concerning the APPI (Commission Guidelines) (November 30, 2016)
- Volume on general rules
- Volume on provision to a third party in a foreign country
- Volume on confirmation and record-keeping obligation at the time of third party provision
- Volume on anonymously processed information

 Action should be taken in cases where personal data breach etc. occurs (February 16, 2017)

 Q&A for “Guidelines concerning the APPI” and  “Action should be taken in cases where 
personal data breach etc. occurs” (February 16, 2017)

 The PPC Secretariat Report on Anonymously Processed Information (February 27, 2017)

 Guideline to accredit accredited personal information protection organization (April 21, 2017)

 Public relations and enlightenment campaigns toward full enforcement of the Amended APPI

Preparation for Enforcement of the Amended APPI 7



Establishment of regulations concerning “anonymously processed information”(meaning 
information that has been produced by processing personal information in a way to make a 
specific individual unidentifiable and hence disallowing reconstruction of the personal 
information), and enhance smooth circulation and utility under relaxed regulation compared with 
ordinally personal information

Establishment of new legal framework of anonymously processed information 8

Personal
Information

Process（※） Anonymously
Processed
Information

Reconstruct Disallowing 
reconstruction

Anonymously Processed Information

①Deleting a whole or part of those descriptions etc. which can identify a specific individual 
contained in personal information (e.g. name)(including replacing, same as below）

②Deleting all individual identification codes contained in personal information (e.g. my number, 
drivers license number)

③Deleting those code which link personal information and information obtained by having taken 
measures against the personal information

④Deleting idiosyncratic descriptions etc. (e.g. age 116)
⑤Besides action set forth in each preceding item, taking appropriate action based on results from 

considering the attribute etc. of personal information database etc. such as a difference 
between descriptions etc. contained in personal information database etc.

 Standards in the methods of producing anonymously processed information（PPC Rules)

Personal Information Protection Commission
(PPC)

Member entities
(Personal information handling business 

operator, Anonymously processed information 
handling business operator)

・ Supervising
(Calling for a
Report,
onsite inspection, 
Guidance, Advice, 
Recommendation 
and Order)

Accredited Personal Information   
Protection Organization

（Private-sector body）

Accredited Personal Information   
Protection Organization

（Private-sector body）

・Accrediting
・ Giving instructions on 
establishing a guidance, 
reviewing an established 
guidance, etc.

・Supervising
(Calling for a Report, Order,
Rescinding the accreditation)

Accredited Personal Information Protection Organization

Personal
Information
Protection
Guidelines

Asking a person 
representing consumer or 
other concerned person for 
their opinion

Submission
of

Guideline

Publish of
Guidelines

Publish

9

Consumers

Handling
Complaints

Guidance,
Recommendati

on etc.

Providing 
information

Personal 
Information 
Protection 
Guidelines

a self-regulatory rule(“ personal 
information protection guidance”)  in 
accordance with the characteristics of 
the member entities’ respective business

Personal 
Information 
Protection 
Guidelines



２． Provision concerning as-needed information sharing with the foreign 
enforcement authorities

２． Provision concerning as-needed information sharing with the foreign 
enforcement authorities

１．Provision for extraterritorial application１．Provision for extraterritorial application
 The APPI applies to a personal information handling business operator in 

a foreign country who in relation to supplying a good or service to a 
person in Japan has acquired personal information relating to the person 
(Article 75)

Introducing provisions concerning globalization in the APPI

 In cases where a foreign business operator mishandles personal information of 
a citizen domiciled in Japan, the PPC may provide necessary information to 
the foreign enforcement authorities so as to have appropriate enforcement 
action taken by the foreign authorities based on their respective applicable 
laws and regulations.

 The PPC has joined GPEN (Global Privacy Enforcement Network)

 The PPC is institutionalizing a system aimed at sharing information with the 
foreign enforcement authorities

Responses to Globalization①

4
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３. Personal data provision to a foreign third party３. Personal data provision to a foreign third party
In any of the following cases, personal data may be provided to a third party in a foreign 
country in the same way as in-country (Article 24 of the Amended APPI);

(1) Cases in which a third party is located in a foreign country or region designated by the
PPC rules;

(2) Cases in which a third party in a foreign country has established and maintained a   
system that conforms to the standards prescribed by the PPC rules;

“The standards prescribed by the PPC rules”
 The implementation of action in line with the purport of the APPI has been ensured by using an 

appropriate and reasonable method in relation to handling personal data by a person who receives the
provision of the personal data

・Examples of “an appropriate and reasonable method”:
exchanging an outsourcing contract; establishing  bylaws or privacy policy within a group of companies; 
and a personal data provider having obtained the APEC Cross- Border Privacy Rules (CBPR) certification, 
etc.

・Examples of “actions in line with the purport of the APPI” : 
those following such standards set by international  frameworks as the ones adopted by the OECD and the 
APEC.

 A third party in a foreign country who receives personal data has obtained a certification based on an   
international framework concerning the handling of personal information
・The APEC CBPR system, under which a third-party transferee in a foreign country has been certified.

(3) Cases in which there is a principal’s consent to the provision to a third party in a foreign 
country. 5

11Responses to Globalization②



“New Initiatives for Ensuring Smooth Cross-Border Personal Data Flows”
（Personal Information Protection Commission Decision on July 29, 2016）（excerpt）

The Commission will for the moment, while advocating further cooperation with foreign counterparts to 
boost smooth cross-border transfer of personal information ensuring the protection thereof, facilitate 
coordination directed toward setting up a bilateral meeting on a regular basis with its counterparts in 
the United States and the European Union (the Brexit’s effects will need to keep watching) with both of 
whom the Commission has held certain dialogues hitherto, with putting into perspective the 
possibilities of establishing a framework to enhance reciprocal and smooth data transfer.

 Having decided the International Initiatives on 29 July for ensuring smooth transfer of 
personal data

12

① Officially joining the following international enforcement cooperation
frameworks since its establishment:  
- GPEN (Global Privacy Enforcement Network)
- APPA (Asia Pacific Privacy Authorities )

② Establishing an environment for smooth cross-border data transfer 
while protecting personal information 

③ Actively working on issues such as establishing cooperative relationship with 
foreign enforcement authorities

○ Efforts by the PPC

Efforts on Ensuring Smooth Cross-border Transfer of Personal Information ①

13Efforts on Ensuring Smooth Cross-border Transfer of Personal Information ②

With sharing recognition regarding the importance of collaborating 
closely and holding a regular meeting continuously, a consensus has been 
achieved on cooperatively practicing public relations for the APEC Cross 
Border Privacy Rules (CBPR) system and undertaking promotional activities 
to encourage the APEC member economies to participate therein together 
with the respective countries’ stakeholders.

Commissioner of the Personal Information Protection Commission (PPC) 
and Commissioner of the European Commission (EC) recognized on March
20 2017 progress that has been made regarding dialogues held hitherto 
between the PPC and the Directorate-General for Justice and Consumers 
of the EC, and agreed to further deepen such dialogues hereafter.

The United StatesThe United States

The European UnionThe European Union



14Efforts on Ensuring Smooth Cross-border Transfer of Personal Information ③

 Dialogues etc. with the EU
○Cooperative dialogues held with the European
Commission (EC)ʼs Directorate-General for Justice

・On April 22, 2016
・On September 28,2016
・On October 20, 2016

○ On November 30 and 1 December, 2016 
The EU-Japan ICT dialogue etc.

○ On January 18, 2017 Cooperative dialogue with
the ECʼs Director-General for Justice

○ On March 13, 2017 Seminar co-hosted by the
PPC and the ECʼs Directorate-General for Justice

○On March 20, 2017 Cooperative dialogue with
the European Commissioner for Justice, 
Consumers and Gender

 Dialogues with foreign embassies in Japan

○ Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany 
on February 17, 2017 

○ Delegation of the European Union to Japan 
on February 22, 2017 

○ British Embassy on February 24, 2017
○ British Embassy on April 19,  2017

○ Minister-Counselors of the US Embassy
in Japan on August 8, 2016

○ Senior staffer of the US Department of
Commerce on September 5, 2016 

○ Senior staffer of the US Department of
Commerce on October 19, 2016 

○ Senior staffer of the US Department of
Commerce on February 23, 2017 

 Dialogues with the US

○ CNIL in France on January 31, 2017 
10

○ Dutch Data Protection  Authority on February 
2, 2017 

○ ICO of the UK  on February 3, 2017 

○ PDPC of Singapore on February 3, 2017 

○ GIODO in Poland on March 7, 2017 

○ BfDI in Germany on March 8, 2017

○ PCC of Canada on April 6, 2017

○ ICO and DCMS on April 11, 2017

 Dialogues with foreign data protection authorities etc.

in December 2016.

Promotion of APEC CBPR System

APEC Cross Border Privacy Rules (CBPR) system 15

(Reference) APEC Cross Border Privacy Rules (CBPR) system 
APEC Cross-Border Privacy Rules (CBPR) System is an international mechanism to certify a business operators’ compatibility with 

the APEC Privacy Framework. To participate in the CBPR system, an economy must first satisfy the necessary conditions. The 
Economy then nominates one or more Accountability Agent (AA) for APEC recognition. Once at least one AA has been recognized in 
relation to that Economy, organizations will be able to commence participation in the CBPR system in the Economy. Applicant 
organizations may only participate in the CBPR system if their policies and practices are certified by the relevant AA to be compliant with 
the requirements of the APEC Privacy Framework. 

○ The CBPR system is a mechanism to certify a business operatorʼs 
compliance with the APEC Privacy Framework in the APEC member economies 
and an effective instrument to judge the business operatorʼs level of personal 
information protection by international standards.

○ Guidelines issued based on the Amended APPI stipulate the obtainment of a 
CBPR certification as an example of conditions to be satisfied when receiving 
the provision of personal data to a third party in a foreign country.

○ As the JIPDEC has been approved as a Japanʼs first certification body under 
the APEC CBPR system (i.e., accountability agent), Japan has been advancing 
efforts to infiltrate and promote the CBPR system in the APEC region.

(Note) JIPDEC certified an organization under the CBPR system for the first time 



Joining the international cooperative frameworks

The APEC CBPR system 16

【As of Nov 2016 】

APEC

GPEN

OECD

APPA

APEC
CBPRPeru

Philippines

Chile

Hong Kong
Singapore

Brunei China
Indonesia Malaysia
Papua New Guinea

Russia Thailand
Chinese Taipei Vietnam

Belgium
Czech 
Republic
Estonia
France
Germany
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Slovenia
Spain
United 
Kingdom

Austria
Denmark
Finland
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Latvia

Poland
Portugal
Slovakia
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey

Canada
Japan
Mexico
The U.S.

Republic of Korea
New Zealand
Australia

Columbia
Macao

Albania
Argentina
Armenia
Bulgaria
European 
Union

Georgia
Ghana
Guernsey
Isle of Man
Jersey
Kosovo

Lithuania
Macedonia
Malta
Mauritius
Moldavia
Monaco
Morocco
Ukraine

Second Half of 2015 First Half of 2016 Second Half of 2016 First Half of 2017

The Diet

Preparation for
Enforcement

Enforcement of
the Act

Prom
ulgation

ofthe
Am

ended
APPI

Personnel 
appointments 

subject to 
Diet approval

Considering
Cabinet Order etc.

Enforcem
ent of a part of the Am

ended APPI
(Establishm

ent of the PPC)

Cabinet Secretariat
CAA

Com
petent

m
inisters

Publicity

Holding jurisdiction
over existing act 

Supervising handling of personal information
by competent ministers

Developing the Cabinet Order, 
PPC Rules, and Guidelines

Publicity

Holding jurisdiction over                
the Amended APPI

Monitoring and
supervising by

the PPC

September 9, 2015
Promulgation

January 1, 2016
Enforcement ①

Schedule 17

Full enforcem
ent of the Am

ended
APPI

(Centralization of the authority)

October 5 Promulgation of the 
Cabinet Order and the PPC Rules

November 30 Publication of the Guidelines
February 16    Publication of the Notification

Related to Response to 
Data Leakage, and Q&A

May 30, 2017
Enforcement ②





Kaori Ishii 
Associate Professor in the Faculty of Library, 

Information and Media Science, 

University of Tsukuba 
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The concept of the amendment 

• Fundamental concept has not changed. 
• The important role of the Personal Information 

Protection Commission (PPC) 
• Regulation and guidelines published by the PPC 

– The scope of personal information, the interpretation of the 
consent, anonymously processed information, data breach, and 
the conditions for disclosing personal data to a third party, etc. 

• Trans-border data flow 
– Expansion of the application to foreign entities, enforcement 

cooperation, and certain restrictions on the trans-border flow of 
personal data 

• Flexibility of the PPC’s guidelines 
– Implicit and explicit consent 
– Emphasis on the APEC-CBPR System 25 



Interpretation and Development 

• Interpretation 
– The need to broaden usages of personal information for the 

benefits of Big Data, Internet of Things, and cloud computing 
services 

– “Reasonable expectation of privacy” standard 

• Challenges of the scope of protection 
– Anonymously processed information 

• Machine learning 
– Unpredictable society 

– The issues on profiling, discriminatory decisions, lack of 
transparency, and impeding consent  

– Need for a broader perspective 
26 



Responsibilities of  
Accountable Organizations 

• JIPDEC 
– Privacy Mark System based on the Japanese Industrial 

Standards for personal information management systems 
– Enhancing public awareness 
– Accredited personal information protection organization in 

2005 
– Accountability Agent of the CBPR in 2016 

• Obligation to instruct, recommend, and take other measures 
– Handling complaints 
– Sharing information with the PPC 

• Appropriate education for a better understanding of the law 

27 



Role of regulators 

• Domestic viewpoint 
– Backstop regulator 
– Looking at the substance of accredited organizations 
– Active enforcement activities 

• International viewpoint 
– Enhancing the APEC-CBPR 

• Acknowledging the differences among countries 

– EU-GDPR 
• Coherent and detailed regulation 
• Subject to the assessment by the European Commission when 

seeking for the adequacy decision 
• Affects on third countries 

28 
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Session 2 

 

Cross-Border Data Flows and the APEC Cross-Border Privacy Rules 
System 

Moderator: 

Jacobo Esquenazi, Global Privacy Strategist, HP, Inc. 

Discussion Leads: 

Shinji Kakuno, Director, International Affairs Office,  Japan Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry (METI) 
Tsuzuri Sakamaki, Counselor, Japan Personal Information Protection Commission 
Yoichi Iida, Director for International Research and Policy Coordination, Global Strategy Bureau, 
Japan Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC) 
Suhee Kim, Deputy Director, Personal Information Protection Policy, Ministry of the Interior, 
Korea 
Masataka Saito, Director, Accredited Personal Information Protection Organization Office, 
JIPDEC 
Josh Harris, Director of International Regulatory Affairs, TRUSTe  
Jane Horvath, Senior Director of Global Privacy, Apple 
Keith Enright, Director, Global Privacy Legal, Google 



International Affairs Office 
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 

May 11th 

Shinji Kakuno 

The Importance of Promoting 
APEC/Cross-border Privacy Rules 

System 
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Contents 

■  Overview of APEC and Cross Border Privacy Rules   
     (CBPR) system  
 

■  Current Status of the System 
 

■  Importance and Benefit of the System 
 

■  Challenges and Expectation to the System  
 
 



APEC Member Economies 

APEC Official Observers 
• Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) Secretariat 
• Pacific Economic Cooperation Council (PECC) 
• Pacific Islands Forum (PIF) 

 
Copyright © 2013 APEC Secretariat 

About APEC  
■ 21 countries and regions have participated in this forum and account for 55%        
     of world GDP, 44% of world trade and 40% of  world production.  
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ECSG 
 Established in 1999 as a special task force of 

SOM, following the APEC Blueprint for Action on 
Electronic Commerce and in 2007 aligned with CTI. 

 Under ECSG, the Data Privacy Subgroup (DPS) is 
formed, which deals with personal data protection 
issues, such as development and management of 
Cross Border Privacy Rules System (CBPRs). (ESCG) 

Organizational Structure of APEC  



 APEC system for certifying the conformity of company’s  personal information 
protection system with APEC Privacy Framework. 

 Privacy  protecting  framework  and  rules  of  the  applicant  organization  are 
evaluated by recognized Accountability Agent. 

※(1) ～ (6) Procedure for recognition of Accountability Agent 
   ① ～ ⑤ Procedure for certification of organization 

③ Evaluation 
  ・ Evaluate the Application 

Organization 

⑤ Registration and Publication 

② Submission of 
    Application  

④ Certification 

① Self Assessment 
     ・ Check and confirm conformity with the APEC     
        Information Privacy Principles by itself 

Accountability Agent 

APEC/CBPR SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

Joint Oversight Panel 

(4) Review the Application 

Electronic Commerce Steering 
Group（ECSG） (3) Application for  

       Recognition 

Data Privacy Sub Group（DPS） 

(5) Recommendation for Recognition 

（６）Recognition  

（１）Application for Recognition (Privacy Law Enforcement） 

APEC Economy 

Privacy Enforcement Authority 
(2) Confirmation of eligibility 
   as Accountability Agent  

5 

Basic Scheme of CBPRs 
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 Participating Economy: the U.S., Mexico, Japan and Canada 

 Recognized Accountability Agents; TRUSTe (the U.S.) and JIPDEC 
(Japan) 

 Certified Organizations; 19 in the U.S. (incl. Apple, Cisco Systems, 
HP, IBM and Merck) and 1 in Japan 

 On December 20, 2016, IntaSect Communications, Inc. was 
certified as CBPRs compliant, which was the first case in Japan. 
We hope this could further stimulate other APEC economies’ 
intention to joining in CBPRs. 
 

（As of May 1st） 

Current Status of CBPRs 
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 It is widely recognized that the free flow of information is a 
fundamental principle to promote the global economic and 
social development. 

 At the same time, the importance of data protection and 
respecting and promoting privacy is recognized. 

 More and more countries introduce own personal 
information protection measures and some of them make it 
difficult to transfer personal information from these 
countries to other.  

 Therefore, we need to establish and promote the system of 
protecting personal data based on the international privacy 
guideline or framework to ensure the cross-border transfer 
of personal information.  APEC/CBPRs is one of such systems. 

Importance of Promoting CBPRs 



 The importance of CBPRs was recognized by APEC Leaders and Ministers by 
being referred in the APEC PERU 2016 Leaders’ Declaration and Ministerial 
Joint Statement.  

〇LEADERS’ DECLARATION 
We recall the APEC Leaders 2011 Honolulu Declaration and recognize the importance of 
implementing the APEC Cross-Border Privacy Rules (CBPR) System, a voluntary mechanism 
whose participants seek to increase the number of economies, companies, and 
accountability agents that participate in the CBPR System. 

We recognize the importance of the APEC 
Cross Border Privacy Rules (CBPR) System, a 
voluntary mechanism whose participants 
seek to expand participation, and we 
support enhanced cooperation in this area, 
including through promoting capacity 
building. 

8 

○APEC Ministerial Meeting JONT STATEMENT 

APEC PERU 2016 

Recognition for CBPRs’ Importance in APEC 
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 A survey on the readiness for joining CBPRs conducted by APEC last year, 
intentions of APEC economies for joining in CBPRs were as follows: 
2 (KOR and PHL) have plans to join 
6 (AUS, HKG, RUS, SGP, CT, and VNM) are considering 

 So far,  Korea had already submit the application for participating in CBPRs 
last December (the application is now under the review). Furthermore, in the 
last APEC/ECSG meeting in February, Chinese Taipei, Singapore and the 
Philippines had expressed their interests in participating in CBPRs. 

Japan supports other APEC 
economies’ efforts to participate 
in CBPRs  by sharing experiences 
and lessons learnt from 
implementing CBPRs. 

Increased Interest in CBPRs  
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 Promoting flow of data by resolving users’ and companies’ 
concerns over privacy protection by giving credibility 

 International framework gives more trust with transparency 
and facilitation than domestic one   

APEC/CBPR system, based on international privacy framework,  
could be a global standard of privacy protection system 

In other business domains, respective international ecosystems are already established, such as 
  ISO14001 (Environment Management System),  ISO9001 (Quality Management System), 
  ISMS (Information Security Management System), etc. 

Data Acquisition Data Processing Data Storage 

Trust Trust 

Trust 

User 

Company A 

Company B 

Company C 

Gaining “Credibility” necessary in Business to Acquire, Process and Storage of 
Data based on the International Recognized Privacy Framework 

Benefit of Obtaining CBPR Certification（1） 
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As a conditions for cross-border transfers of personal data  
under the Amended Act on the Protection of Personal Information  

(coming into effect from May 30, 2017) 

One of the standards; 
The third parity’s obtainment of a certification based on an international 
framework (incl. CBPR) concerning the handling of personal information. 

 In any of the following cases, personal data may be transferred to a 
third party in a foreign country in the same way as in-country; 

• Principal’s consent, 
• A third party is in a country designated by PPC*rules or 
• A third party has a personal information Protection system 

conforming with the standards prescribed by PPC rules 

*PPC; the Personal Information Protection Commission 

Benefit of Obtaining CBPR Certification（2） 



Number of Participating Economies 
 

For more effective implementation of CBPRs,  
the increase of participating economies is necessary 
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Limitation of CBPRs (recognized only in APEC) 
 

Expectation to the globalization of the system beyond the APEC 
including  interoperability with GDPR and establishment of global system 

Number of Organizations obtaining CBPR 
 
For more effective implementation of CBPRs, the increase of organizations 

obtaining CBPR certification is necessary 

Challenges and Expectation to CBPRs 



International Affairs Office 
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 

May 11th 

Shinji Kakuno 

Thank you ! 



11 May, 2017 
 

Yoichi IIDA 
Global ICT Policy Strategy Bureau 

Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications 
 

CIPL Japan Workshop Panel 
 

Cross-Border Data Flows and the APEC 
Cross-Border Privacy Rules System 

 



Discussions on Free flow of information in International Fora 

G7 ICT Ministers’ Declaration  (2016.4) 
We continue to support ICT policies that preserve the global nature of the Internet, promote the 
flow of information across borders and allow Internet users to access online information, 
knowledge and services of their choice. We oppose data localization requirements that are 
unjustifiable taking into account legitimate public policy objectives.  
 
G20 Hangzhou Summit   (2016.9) 
We support ICT policies that preserve the global nature of the Internet, promote the flow of 
information across borders and allow Internet users to lawfully access online information, 
knowledge and services of their choice. At the same time, the G20 recognizes that applicable 
frameworks for privacy and personal data protection, as well as intellectual property rights, have 
to be respected as they are essential to strengthening confidence and trust in the digital economy.  
 
G20 Digital Ministers’ Declaration  (2017.4) 
We reaffirm support for ICT policies that preserve the global nature of the Internet, promote the 
flow of information across borders, and allow Internet users to lawfully access online information, 
knowledge and services of their choice. At the same time the G20 recognizes that applicable 
frameworks for privacy and personal data protection, as well as intellectual property rights, have 
to be respected as they are essential to strengthening confidence and trust in the digital economy. 
 
 

Free flow of information and privacy protection are parallel priorities in policy talks. 



Promoting Data Driven Society and Data Flow  

Digitalization and Data-driven society bring new values in various aspects;  
 
→ boosting economic growth via innovation  
        GDP increase  appx. 30 Trillion Yen (260-270 Billion US$)  estimate in White Paper 2016 

 
→ transforming society   
        improving quality of life through  realizing Society 5.0  
 
→ developing diversified culture  
         Multi-lingual contents, conserving digitalized cultural heritages 
 
 
Digital Data ; Source of various new values 
 
 
Free flow and full utilization of data are critically important for reaping the 
benefits of digitalized society. 
 



Structure of Digitalized services and promoting measures ~ MIC’s perspective 

■framework and rules to 
promote data utilization 
■establishment of data 
exchange market 
■enabling environment for 
cross sector interaction 

■accreditation infrastructure 
■persona data controllability 
■systemic risk management 

■deployment of SDN/NFV 
■realization of 5G mobile network 
■capacity building in network experts 

■effective management of IoT terminal 
devices 
■development and deployment of next 
generation AI 

Measures 

Service (Data 
flow) layer 

Network layer 

Platform layer 

Terminal 
device layer 

Data flow needs to be facilitated by improvements in rules,  
exchange mechanisms and enabling environment 



Concept of Data Exchange Market and Data Trust Bank 
  

PDS 
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Data 
Exchange 
Market 

Benefit 

Benefitt 

■to find possible framework and rules to promote data utilization 
■to find conditions for establishment of data exchange market 
■to find ways to improve enabling environment for cross sector interaction 

Data Exchange Market and Data Trust Bank (Concept) 

Data Trust Bank 

IoT Database 

Personal Data 
Data transfer across sectors 



Omotenashi Cloud Service  Field Trial 

ＩＤ etc. Customized 
Information service  

 共通クラウド基盤 

連携 

・・・・ Disaster Info. 
Server 

Translation 
Server 

Local Info. 
Server 

Olympic/Paralimpic  
Info. Server 

Personla                       Info.  
ＤＢ 

Personal ＩＤ 
ＤＢ 

Volunteer Tourists from Foreign countries 

Wifi access 
Registration service 

Navigation 
Smart mobility service 

FY 2016 
    3 areas 
 
 
Challenges; 
  How to judge credibility. 
  Complex procedure required. 
 
 
FY2017 
    extended 
  ( under planning) 
 
 
Cross-border transition  
Of personal data may be 
Required, if foreign service  
companies join. 

Learn how to use personal data for customized services for foreign visitors 

Provide personal data and participate 

http://www.google.co.jp/imgres?sa=X&biw=1280&bih=618&tbm=isch&tbnid=PJuhDKTpfnFGDM:&imgrefurl=http://www.jtb.co.jp/kokunai_htl/list/A12/47/4701/470101/8715071/photo.html&docid=H185-l5blk7vsM&imgurl=http://dom.jtb.co.jp/yado/photo2/LL/8/8715071/87150711000000235.jpg&w=400&h=300&ei=bgxqUuiDMOSDjALy4IHgDQ&zoom=1&iact=rc&page=2&tbnh=143&tbnw=207&start=24&ndsp=28&ved=1t:429,r:37,s:0,i:197&tx=83&ty=56
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Benefit of Big Data 
and Protection of Personal Data

Kuniko Ogawa

Counselor
Personal Information Protection Commission (PPC)

May 11 , 2017

The Act on the Protection of Personal Information was enacted in 2003
（Fully enforced in 2005）

As Information and Communications Technologies(ICTs) advanced, the utility of  
personal information became intensified and diversified beyond expectation 

１． Enlargement of “gray areas” of personal information

２．Correspondence for Big Data

３．Responses Globalization

So called “gray area” was enlarged, in which judgment of personal 
information was difficult

To realize circumstances for appropriate usage of Big Data including 
personal data is necessary

As business operations are globalized, massive data flow goes 
beyond national border

Changes of circumstances

The Amended APPI：Changes and Challenges 1



Big Data

To realize circumstances for appropriate usage of Big 
Data including personal data is necessary

Administ
ration

Medical

Energy
Transpor

tation

Disaster-
preventing

Distribution/
Retail Sales

Personal Data（※）

※ Personal data has a great deal of potential in utility of Big Data

Background of the Amendment 2

3Purpose of The Act on the Protection of Personal Information (APPI)

○The APPI aims to seek the balance between the protection of an individual’s rights and 
interests and the utility of personal information.

○Besides the overall vision for the proper handling of personal information, this Act establishes 
obligations, etc. that a personal information handling business operator shall fulfil.

The protection
of an individual’s

rights and 
interests 

The utility 
of personal 
information

(Purpose of the Act)
Article 1 This Act aims to protect an individual’s rights and interests while considering the utility of  

personal information including that the proper and effective application of personal information contributes 
to the creation of new industries and the realization of a vibrant economic society and an enriched quality of 
life for the people of Japan; by setting forth the overall vision for the proper handling of personal information, 
creating a governmental basic policy with regard to this, and establishing other matters to serve as a basis 
for measures to protect personal information, as well as by clarifying the responsibilities etc. of the central 
and local governments and establishing obligations etc. that a personal information handling business 
operator shall fulfill, in light of the significantly expanded utilization of personal information as 
our advanced information- and communication-based society evolves.
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1.Establishment of the PPC
・Aggregation of the supervising authorities to the PPC, which are currently held by the relevant regulatory 

ministers toward personal information handling business operators under their respective supervision.
2. Clarifying the definition of personal information
(1) Clarifying the definition of personal information by stating partial bodily features etc. of a specific individual as
personal information to cope with gray areas of personal information (individual identification codes)
(2) A principal’s advance consent shall be obtained in principle in cases of acquiring or providing to a third party 
special care-required personal information (i.e., race, creed, medical record). 

3. Establishment of a legal framework to enhance active use of personal information
Establishment of regulations concerning “anonymously processed information”(meaning information that has been 

produced by processing personal information in a way to make a specific individual unidentifiable and hence 
disallowing reconstruction of the personal information).

4. Responses to globalization
(1)Introduction of a new legal provision for transferring personal data to a foreign third party
(2)Introduction of a new legal provision for extraterritorial application, and  sharing information with the foreign 
enforcement authorities

5. Measures to Respond to a so-called “Name List Trader”
(1)Imposing new obligations to keep and confirm a record relating to a third-party personal data provision. 
(2) An act of providing a third party with or stealing personal information database etc. for the purpose of earning illicit 
gains has become subject to criminal punishment as “the offense of providing personal information database”.

6. Others
(1)Abolition of a system wherein a business operator handling personal information of 5,000 individuals or less may be 
excluded from the regulated subjects.

(2) A personal information handling business operator utilizing an opt-out procedure has become obligated to notify the  
Personal Information Protection Commission of certain legally required items.

○The Act on the Protection of Personal Information was amended in September 2015(To be fully enforced in May 30, 2017.)

The outline of the amendment

The Outline of the amendment of the Act on the Protection of Personal Information (APPI)

Establishment of regulations concerning “anonymously processed information”(meaning 
information that has been produced by processing personal information in a way to 
make a specific individual unidentifiable and hence disallowing reconstruction of the 
personal information), and enhance smooth circulation and utility under relaxed 
regulation compared with ordinally personal information

Establishment of new legal framework of anonymously processed information 5

Personal
Information

Process（※） Anonymously
Processed
Information

Reconstruct Disallowing 
reconstruction

Anonymously Processed Information

①Deleting a whole or part of those descriptions etc. which can identify a specific individual 
contained in personal information (e.g. name)(including replacing, same as below）

②Deleting all individual identification codes contained in personal information (e.g. my number, 
drivers license number)

③Deleting those code which link personal information and information obtained by having taken 
measures against the personal information

④Deleting idiosyncratic descriptions etc. (e.g. age 116)
⑤Besides action set forth in each preceding item, taking appropriate action based results from 

considering the attribute etc. of personal information database etc. such as a difference between 
descriptions etc. contained in personal information database etc.

 Standards in the methods of producing anonymously processed information（PPC Rules)



Standards Related to Producing Anonymously Processed Information 6

Deleting a whole individual identification codes (face 
authentication data, fingerprint identification data, 
individual number or driverʼs license number etc. ), or 
replace them with other descriptions etc. 

Deleting a whole or part of descriptions etc. which can 
identify a specific individual such as a name, address, date of 
birth or gender, or replace them with other descriptions etc.  

① Deleting descriptions etc. 
which can identify a specific 
individual

② Deleting individual 
identification codes

④ Deleting idiosyncratic 
descriptions etc.

⑤ Other action based on the 
attribute of a personal 
information database etc.

③ Deleting codes linking 
mutually plural information  

Deleting management ID for seeking decentralized 
management etc. of obtained personal information in terms of 
security control (including the case using telephone number 
or email address as an ID), or replace them with other codes 
Deleting descriptions etc. relating to unusual fact or which 
have significant difference from other individuals (Example: 
116 years old), or replace them with other descriptions etc.

* “idiosyncratic descriptions etc.” means the descriptions etc. which
can identify a specific individual due to its idiosyncraticness.

Further processing is necessary in the case remaining the 
condition which can identify a specific individual or restore 
the original personal information due to the characteristics of 
personal information database etc. even though the above-
mentioned ①-④ process was taken 
* Cases mentioned in the Guideline: Movement history which can identify home or 

workplace, purchase history of merchandise which consumer is extremely limited, 
Disparity in the said personal information database

For producing anonymously processed information, an appropriate processing needs to be 
done in accordance with standards prescribed by the PPC (Standards prescribed by the PPC 
is a minimum standard).
With regard to specific processing method based on characteristics of data and attribute of 
business, it is expected to be appropriately developed by self-regulation of accredited 
personal information protection organizations or industry organizations etc.

Publication of the PPC Secretariat Report on Anonymously Processed Information
(February 27, 2017)

 Stating matters and aspects which are reference for considering voluntary rules 
related to producing anonymously processed information or actually producing 
anonymously processed information to an accredited personal information 
protection organization or a group of business operators

The PPC Secretariat Report on Anonymously Processed Information

Main Contents of the Secretariat Report

○What is anonymously processed information?
Explaining definition of anonymously processed information and restrictions etc. (rules of 
handling) for handling of anonymously processed information

○Processing to anonymously processed information 
・ Explaining specific method of measures prescribed by processing standards of 
anonymously processed information and describing desirable matters for considering 
when producing anonymously processed information

・Presenting for reference general processing examples by categorizing information into 
that belonging to an individual (a name, address) and history (purchase history), 
and in accordance with expected risk and basic aspects in each item of information

○Use case and example of processing of anonymously processed information
Introducing specific processing method, with expected use case in mind, of the case on 
purchase history, ridership history, movement history and electric usage history 
responding to matters and risks to be considered in respective item of information

7



○ Case of purchase history（ID-POS data）
 Processing purchase history (ID-POS data) held by retailers and providing a general

business operator with processed data 
 The said business operator utilizes consumer attribute and purchasing trend included in 

provided anonymously processed information for developing new products 

8Use Case and Example of Processing of Anonymously Processed Information①

Item Example of Processing

① Member ID Deleting or Replacing

② Name Deleting

③ Date of Birth Replacing with year of birth

④ Gender No processing

⑤ Address Replacing with resident area

⑥ Telephone No. Deleting

⑦ Retailer No processing

⑧ Merchandise Deleting information on merchandise which is extremely limited

Customer attribute database Transaction information database

Purchase history database Developing New 
Products

Retailers
General Business 
Operators

Anonymously 
Processed 
Information

Providing
Anonymously 
Processed 
Information

○ Case of movement history
An auto manufacturer processes location information obtained through data communication 

module, and provide  a general business operator (retailer) with  processed information
The general business operator utilizes consumer attribute and moving history data included in 

provided anonymously processed information for store opening plan etc.

9

Item Example of Processing

① Name Deleting

② Gender No processing

③ Date of birth Replacing with year of birth

④ Telephone No. Deleting

⑤ Address Replacing with resident area

⑥ Type of vehicle Replacing with category of 
vehicle

⑦ VIN Deleting

⑧ Location Data
Deleting starting and ending
point (for a few minutes)
of each moving history

Use Case and Example of Processing of Anonymously Processed Information②

Customer General Business 
Operators

Auto Manufacturer

Providing
Anonymously 
Processed 
Information

Customer attribute
Location Data etc.



Personal Information Protection Commission
(PPC)

Member entities
(Personal information handling business 

operator, Anonymously processed information 
handling business operator)

・ Supervising
(Calling for a
Report,
onsite inspection, 
Guidance, Advice, 
Recommendation 
and Order)

Accredited Personal Information   
Protection Organization

（Private-sector body）

Accredited Personal Information   
Protection Organization

（Private-sector body）

・Accrediting
・ Giving instructions on 
establishing a guidance, 
reviewing an established 
guidance, etc.

・Supervising
(Calling for a Report, Order,
Rescinding the accreditation)

Accredited Personal Information Protection Organization

Personal
Information
Protection
Guidelines

Asking a person 
representing consumer or 
other concerned person for 
their opinion

Submission
of

Guideline

Publish of
Guidelines

Publish

10

Consumers

Handling
Complaints

Guidance,
Recommendati

on etc.

Providing 
information

Personal 
Information 
Protection 
Guidelines

a self-regulatory rule(“ personal 
information protection guidance”)  in 
accordance with the characteristics of 
the member entities’ respective business

Personal 
Information 
Protection 
Guidelines

Second Half of 2015 First Half of 2016 Second Half of 2016 First Half of 2017

The Diet

Preparation for
Enforcement

Enforcement of
the Act

Prom
ulgation

ofthe
Am

ended
APPI

Personnel 
appointments 

subject to 
Diet approval

Considering
Cabinet Order etc.

Enforcem
ent of a part of the Am

ended APPI
(Establishm

ent of the PPC)

Cabinet Secretariat
CAA

Com
petent

m
inisters

Publicity

Holding jurisdiction
over existing act 

Supervising handling of personal information
by competent ministers

Developing the Cabinet Order, 
PPC Rules, and Guidelines

Publicity

Holding jurisdiction over                
the Amended APPI

Monitoring and
supervising by

the PPC

September 9, 2015
Promulgation

January 1, 2016
Enforcement ①

Schedule 11

Full enforcem
ent of the Am

ended
APPI

(Centralization of the authority)

October 5 Promulgation of the 
Cabinet Order and the PPC Rules

November 30 Publication of the Guidelines
February 16    Publication of the Notification

Related to Response to 
Data Leakage, and Q&A

May 30, 2017
Enforcement ②





Discussions toward AI Network Society 

Senior Researcher, Policy Research Department, the Institute for 
Information and Communications Policy (IICP), the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs and Communications (MIC) of Japan 
 
                                            Satoshi NARIHARA 

CIPL Japan Workshop (May 11, 2017) 
  



Studies concerning AI Networking (Chronology) 

January, 2015 (announcement) 

June 30, 2015 Report 2015 

Study Group concerning the Vision of the Future Society Brought by 
Accelerated Advancement of Intelligence in ICT 

January, 2016 (Announcement) 

April 15 Interim Report “Wisdom Network Society (WINS) 
Produced by the Networking among AIs” 

Conference on Networking among AIs 

[April 29 and 30     G7 ICT Ministers’ Meeting in Takamatsu, Kagawa]  

June 20, 2016 Report 2016 “Impacts and Risks of AI Networking” 

October, 2016 (Announcement) 

Conference toward AI Network Society 



(1) An AI System would function independently, via the Internet or other information-and- 
communications networks, without collaborating with other AI Systems. 

AI Networking 

ウインズ 

  Stages in progress of the AI Networking 

(2) Networks of plural Networked AI Systems 
would be formed where plural Networked AI 
Systems mutually collaborate and cooperate. 
.  Various AI Systems with different usage appear on the network 
 Multiple AI Systems collaborate and work in harmony with one another 
 AI Systems with the function to coordinate multiple AI Systems also 

appear 

(3) Humans’ latent capabilities would be augmented by the 
Networked AI Systems including sensors or actuators as their 
components through linking with humans’ bodies or brains.  
 Networked AI Systems incorporating sensors collaborate with human bodies and brains 
    -> Improvement in sensory organ capabilities 
 Networked AI Systems incorporating actuators collaborate with human bodies and brains 
    ->Improvement in human body capabilities 

(4) Humans and Networked AI Systems live symbiotically and coordinate seamlessly in all 
kinds of situations in humans’ societies. 
. 

AI Systems penetrate in each layer of the networks, and 
collaborate and cooperate with one another 



G7 ICT Ministers’ Meeting in Takamatsu, Kagawa (April 29 & 30, 2016) 

Based on discussions of the Conference on Networking among AIs, 
Ms. Sanae TAKAICHI, Japan’s Minister for Internal Affairs and Communications, 
proposed that G7 countries should take the lead to progress international discussions 
and considerations toward the formulation of “AI R&D Guidelines,” as a non-regulatory 
and non-binding international framework consisting of the Principles expected to be 
paid attention to in R&D of AI System to be Networked. The participated countries 
agreed to her proposal. 

*A tentative proposal on AI R&D Guidelines including eight principles 
was distributed prior to the proposal from Minister TAKAICHI. 

Proposed Principles in “AI  R&D Guideline”

1.  Principle of Transparency
Ensuring the abilities to explain and verify the behaviors of the AI network system

2.  Principle of User Assistance
Giving consideration so that the AI network system can assist users and appropriately provide users with opportunities to 

make choices
3. Principle of Controllability

Ensuring controllability of the AI network system by humans
4. Principle of Security

Ensuring the robustness and dependability of the AI network system 
5. Principle of Safety

Giving consideration so that the AI network system will not cause danger to the lives/bodies of users and third parties
6. Principle of Privacy

Giving consideration so that the AI network system will not infringe the privacy of users and third parties
7. Principle of Ethics

Respecting human dignity and individuals’ autonomy in conducting research and development of AI to be networked
8. Principle of Accountability

Accomplishing accountability to related stakeholders such as users by researchers/developers of AI to be networked

Proposal of Discussion toward Formulation of AI R&D Guideline
Distributed material

Referring OECD guidelines governing privacy, security, and so on, it is necessary to begin 
discussions and considerations toward formulating an international guideline 
consisting of principles governing R&D of AI to be networked (“AI R&D Guideline”) as 
framework taken into account of in R&D of AI to be networked.



International Forum toward AI Network Society (Mar. 13 & 14, 2017, Tokyo) 

In the Forum, stakeholders of industry, academia, civil society, and public 
sector mainly from U.S., EU and its member countries, Japan and OECD 
exchanged opinions on social, economic, ethical, and legal issues over AI 
Networking, including the formulation of “AI R&D Guidelines”. 
 
Main Directions of Consensus through Discussions in the Forum 
〇 Consensus building through global discussions 
〇 Establishment of “Human-centered Society” 
〇 Governance of AI Networking 

International Forum Toward
AI Network Society

A Iネットワーク社会推進フォーラム

後援 内閣府 日本経済新聞社

主催



Basic Structure of AI R & D Guidelines 

AI R&D 
Guidelines 

AI Usage 
Guidelines 

Sector A Sector B Sector C 

Sectoral R&D Guidelines 

Sector-Common R&D Guideline 
・ Matters to which developers are expected to pay 
attention across usage sectors 
・ Matters to which developers are expected to pay 
attention based on possible collaboration among 
sectors 

Across Sectors 

It is necessary to form an international consensus on social, economic, ethical, and legal 
issues over Networked AI Systems through open discussions, and to internationally share 
guidelines and their best practices among stakeholders as a non-binding soft law. 



Announcement of Next Forum 

On coming October, the OECD and MIC of Japan will jointly hold 

international forum on AI. 

1. Date 

26 (Thu) and 27 (Fri) October 2017 (To be determined) 

2. Venue 

OECD, Paris 

3. Purpose of the Forum 

 To exchange views and opinions on benefits and risks of AI as 
well as social, economic, ethical, and legal issues brought about 
by AI among OECD member countries 

 To introduce draft “AI R&D Guidelines” for international discussion 



Thank you for your attention 

s.narihara@soumu.go.jp 



• PANEL 3 – JJ PAN 
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Closing Remarks 
 
 

Bojana Bellamy 
President 

Centre for Information Policy Leadership 
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Thank you 
 
 
 
 
 

Centre for Information Policy Leadership  
www.informationpolicycentre.com 

 
Hunton & Williams Privacy and Information Security Law Blog 

www.huntonprivacyblog.com 

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER 
@THE_CIPL 

  

FOLLOW US ON LINKEDIN 
linkedin.com/company/centre-for-information-policy-leadership 

http://www.informationpolicycentre.com/
http://www.huntonprivacyblog.com/
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